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HERO MOTOCORP CONTINUES THE GROWTH MOMENTUM IN 
FEBRUARY 2024 

 
SELLS MORE THAN 4.68 LAKH UNITS WITH 19% GROWTH 

 
 
Hero MotoCorp, the world’s largest manufacturer of motorcycles and scooters, sold 
468,410 units in February 2024.  
 
This translates into a robust 19% growth over the corresponding month (February 2023), 
when it had sold 394,460 units.  
 
The volumes in the month of February indicate the continuously improving consumer 
sentiments and the company expects the positive trend to continue in the coming months, 
on the back of favorable economic indicators. 
 
In line with strategy of growing the core and expanding premium product portfolio, the 
Company started the sales of its recently launched motorcycle – Xtreme 125R and expanded 
its upper premium portfolio of 440cc motorcycles with the launch of Mavrick 440, deliveries 
of which are to begin in April 2024. The Company is in the process of scaling up the volumes 
of Harley-Davidson X440 and Mavrick 440, the first phase of which should be completed by 
the middle of this year. 
 
Heralding a new era of premium customer experience, Hero MotoCorp, has also scaled the 
expansion of its Premia outlets and refreshed the existing dealerships to Hero 2.0. Till date, 
more than 370 Hero 2.0 dealerships are operational.  The Company will also take the current 
number of four Premia outlets to 100 by the end of June 2024.  
 
In a thrilling display of performance at the Abu Dhabi Desert Challenge 2024, Hero 
MotoSports Team Rally, the motorsports team of Hero MotoCorp showcased exceptional 
skill and resilience across two stages. The team achieved second place in Stage 1 with Aaron 
Mare impressively securing podium position while Ross Branch demonstrated resilience 
despite technical setbacks.  
 
In Stage 2, the team continued its dominance with Aaron Mare’s victory and Ross Branch 
securing 4th position in overall ranking. Their performances underscore Hero MotoSports' 
commitment to excellence in motorsport, showcasing skill, camaraderie, and determination 
amidst the demanding Abu Dhabi desert terrain. 
 
As announced in December 2023, Vivek Anand has joined the Company as the 
Chief Financial Officer (CFO), w.e.f. today, 1 March 2024. Prior to joining Hero MotoCorp, 
Vivek, a Chartered Accountant by profession with almost three decades of diverse industry 
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experience across FMCG, Telecom, Consumer Healthcare and Real Estate, held the position 
of CFO at DLF Limited for the past four years.   
 
 

 Feb’24 Feb’23 YTD FY’24 YTD FY’23 

Motorcycles 436,929 371,854 4,733,948 4,473,260 

Scooters  31,481 22,606  397,092  335,944 

Total  468,410  394,460 5,131,040 4,809,204 

Domestic 445,257  382,317  4,961,275  4,653,063 

Exports 23,153  12,143 169,765 156,141  
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